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DeLong
donates
books

UN official
plans visit
By ANDREW LYONS
Champion Reporter

By RKNKK K. HUGO

Charles 1 .ichensiein, a Ibnncr ambassador lo ilic
United Nations ami Distinguished Fellow for the
Heritage Foundation, will address students on UN
related issues Monday. April 2(J at 7 p.m. in Fine
Arts 101.
Student aetivilies director tiric Nyquisl said il is
important for students to hear from political figures.
"This way we can learn from history and also get an
idea of what's to happen in (he future," Nyquist said.
Nyquisl met Lichcnstcin while working on his
internship for the I lerilage Foundation, a public policy think lank. Lichcnstcin specializes in U.N. studies, foreign policy analysis, intelligence and
counter-terrorism for the foundation.
"He kind of took me under his wing." Nyquist
said. "I'd go down three times a week just to hear
him talk about his experiences."
Later, Ibnncr internship director Mark Keene
asked Lichcnstcin lo visit LI I. Lichcnstcin said if
Keen would ask Dr. I'alwell to pray for him, he
would come free of charge.
"The reason why (Keene) asked him to visit was
because (Lichcnstcin) has a phenomenal background," Craig Long, SGA president elect, said. "I
took it upon myself from being in Student
Government to get him here."
Lichcnstcin will speak on UN related issues for
approximally an hour on Monday
Questions that Lichcnstcin will answer during the
lecture will be:
• Does the United Nations undermine U.S.
sovereignty'.'
• Is the U.N. a One World Government
Organization?
• What is America's twenty-first century role in
the world?
Following the SGA sponsored lecture,
Lichcnstcin will answer questions from the audience for another hour.
Lichcnstcin was born September 20, 1926 in
Albany, N.Y.
I Ic received his Bachelor of Arts at Yale I Inivcrsily
in 1948 ;uid his Master of Arts at Yale in 1950.
Throughout I .ichenslein's politic;tl career he has
performed such duties as special assistant to
President Richard M. Nixon ;uid lYcsident Gerald
Ford to Current Intelligence Analyst of the Middle

Thomas
to talk

Assistant News liililor

Reading 20 hours a week may not
be easy, but it's one Janice DeLong
has been doing since December,
Del .ong, an assistant professor of education, was named lo the Jefferson
Cup Award Committee laic last year.
The Jefferson Cup, an honor
given by the Virginia Library
Association's Children's and Young
By TIMOTHY JL G1BIIONS
Adult Round Table, honors one
t'.ditor itH'litt'f
book written for young people
Untied States Supreme Court Justice Clarence
cither a biography, historical fiction
Thomas will deliver the 19% commencement address
or American history book — a year.
in place of Sen. Robert Dole, The senator announced
CYART's goal is to encourage readlast week that he would not be able to come because of
ing about America's past.
an unforeseen scheduling conflict.
DeLong is one of the eight mem"1 donT know the details on it." LU spokesman
bers who make up the Jefferson Cup
Mark DcMoss said following the announcement, "It
Committee. Ifetchperson on the cominvolved an appearance or commitment he and his wife
mittee is a member of the Virginia
had to make."
Library Association, although the
Liberty Chancellor Jerry F'alwell contacted the
awttrd is given nationally.
Supreme Court Justice Thursday, after finding out that
According lo DeLong, the 1996
Dole would not be able to deliver the address.
committee met for the first time in
"(Thomas) said he would love to speak tor <coihDecember; they will present the
inencemcni)" DcMoss said.
award at Ihe last meeting in May.
Because of (he duel pressures tit campaigning and
There is a six month time frame lo
(lie Senate, Dole had not officially confirmed the
vole on Ihe books.
speaking engagement. In a private meeting with |
"The award is presented at the
Falwell it) December, lie had tentatively agreed to
spring meeting of the Virginia
speak, barring uiiforseen scheduling conflicts. Tlie sitLibrary Association, and the publishuation that arose was "something not on his schedule | ing company usually will fly Ihe
dating way back to December," DcMoss said.
author to the banquet where the
Thomas has officially coitfirmetHn writing his plans
award will be presented lo ihcm,"
to speak.
DeLong said.
Although litomas was contacted alter t)olc pulled
DeLong has
out, lie is not considered a seeomFslring speaker. "He
read more than
is somebody (hatDr. I'alwell had considered initially," I LSI)
books;
said DcMoss. "This is a case when you're not talking f most of these
about second choice."
she donated lo
(nomas will be the first Supreme .Court Juslice to I Ihe Curriculum
ever speak at Liberty. As is usual with LI J commence- : Library when
meat speakers, he is not being paid Tor the. occasion.
she finished.
"To (he best o f my knowledge, Liberty has never patd j
I inch winner
a commencement speaker anything," I )eMoss said
receives
the
The justice plans on bringing his wile to the com- : Jefferson Cup
DeLong
mencemenl service, [>eMosx said. The ceremony,
(a
silver
cup)
East and Africa.
»Hn «Kintsj <rfA-wwlutfrt ftm
which caps (his year's Silver Anniversary celebration,
and $5(X).
From January 1981 to March 1984, Lichcnstcin
is expected to attract 9,000 people,
RMR SECOND CHOICE — Senator and Presidential
DeLong said the only books conserved as an alternate U.S. Representative to the
I )eMoss said he was not sure what the justice would
hopeful. Bob Dole, announced last week he would not he
sidered
are those thai contain a copyUnited Nations and Deputy U.S. Representative to
be speaking OIK "We're just now starting to conimant- . write dale of the previous year. "Il is
hvg
the
LI)
1996
graduates
for
Commencement
due
to
the U.N. Security Council.
cate with his office," he said Friday.
considered Ihe IW6 Jefferson Cup
From March 1963 to April 1965, he served as
F'alwell has issued an invitation I'o Dote to speak at
Award, bul lo qualify they had to be
United States Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas has
director of Research for the Gold water- forLiberty later this fall. Die school and the senator's • published in 1005," she said.
President Committee and served on the Republican
agreed to address the graduates on May..II, in the Vines Center.
scheduling office are still seeking an amicable date
According to DeLong, each book
National Committee.
must be about U.S. history or an
American person from I4'J2 lo 1075,
or fiction dial highlights Ihe United
Stales past. Also, each author must
currently reside in the I Iniled Stales.
Junior Jeff Lucrum commented thai
This is the second time virtual
At the end of the six nionlh period
reality has been on campus. Last he found il hard lo orient himself to ihe committee has narrowed down
where his opponent was in the game. Ihe selection lo 2.S lo 30 books.
year it was held in Marriott.
"Due to the response we brought His opponent, junior Stacy /ello,
The winner is chosen through a
it back," coordinator of sludent said, "I had to hold onto the sides poini system, linen committee memactivities
Jeff
Smyth
said. because I got di/./.y towards the end." ber is allowed 100 points which they
By GINGKR (JILLKNWATKR
A staff member from Kramer said can divide up any way they chose.
According lo Smyth, Kramer
Champion Kc|x>rtcr
International had die best choices il was fun to watch boyfriend and The book with the most points wins.
DeLong said thai although being
Swooping out of the sky and fly- for activities of the college enter- girlfriend compete because the guys
ing straight at your face — no, this tainment groups and offered Ihe besl would act macho bul il was Ihe girls on the committee has been very time
thai killed them more.
consuming, il has been worth il. Nol
was not a bad dream, il was a Dactyl price for ihe service.
He also noted that Ihe girls were only has she been able lo donate Ihe
The crowd never went down lo
Nightmare. This virtual reality
iikunil Sususukl /LnthRiY CHAMPION
game was held in David's I'lacc less thiil live people wailing for a less likely lo play Ihe game because books to Ihe Curriculum Library bul
PAKE THAT, YOU DACTYL ! — An unidentified virtual realist
they think they could not do il.
turn to try Ihe game.
she has also enjoyed Ihe opportunity
from 7 p.m. lo I a.m. Saturday.
finds his way through a Dactyl Nightmare Saturday.
to meet the other committee members. "The committee has just been
'"' '"'""""'"
plain fun," Del .ong said.
WHAT IS THAT CRAZY CONOne of Ihe things Del.ong found
TRAPTION7 — The Reader
said. "Il wenl into her eyes and she interesting is thai so many ol the
By ANDRKW LYONS
went lo the emergency room. I hey books deal with (iod ill some aspect.
hoard was installed in the
Champion Kcporicr
don'i
know what's going lo hap- "I'erhaps because (ihe books) deal
DeMoss Hall Atrium last week,
pen
lo
her."
A
casual
phone
conversation
with history and people who were
According to Student
Michelle
Mathews,
associate
turned
tragic
Sunday
evening
when
worthy ol having biographies written
Government
Association
a lounging female student kicked a dean of women, cotnmenled, about Ihcm, Ihey bring in depenPresident James Heck, the
"They're cleaning right now. The dence on (iod, prayer or having
lire extinguisher oil a wall.
hoard will bridge the informa*
The extinguisher exploded, girls will be able to come back in someone pray lor lliein," she said.
Hon gap of off»eampus and o«injuring several female siudenls ihe morning."
"Laeh is really a combination ol
campus students. The hoard
All girls living in the one slory patriotism and bclicl in (iod."
and contaminating nearly everywill provide a schedule of
dorm were forced lo find shelter
thing on the hall.
Del ong said she incorporated Ihe
events for that month and will
According lo sophomore Slacey for the evening.
committee's mclhods into her Lnglish
"I went on a dale, I come back classes Sonic siudenls have read oj
Willi/, her roommate was lalking
display current announceand
I can't gel inlo my dorm," skimmed mote than 1,000 pages.
on
Ihe
pay
phone
in
the
hallway
ments regarding Student Life,
freshman
Amy Albstneyer said.
around
11:30
p.m.
when
she
acci"Several ol my students said they
SGA and other departments in
According lo Iresliiiian Amanda enjoyed this pail ol my class because
dentally
kicked
Ihe
lire
extinthe school,
Woodby, 1.11 Security instructed the when Ihey were in high school ihey
guisher off ihe wall.
"This came in earlier than we
"She was on ihe phone and her girls to dry clean all the clothes they never really enjoyed history, bul litis
thought. Now we will have it
legs were on Ihe wall and she acci- were wearing and all the dollies has given Ihcm a new appreciation
ready for next year,'* Heck said.
dentally knocked il down," Wall/ hanging in llicit eloscls.
lot il," Del ong said.

mm commas.

VR lands on c a m p u s
Kramer
International
pays another visit

Extinguisher explodes
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Romantics ready
to float under stars

Students travel to Oriole Park

Students will he dining on the The deadline to purchase tickets
water and under the stars this is Wednesday by noon.
weekend during the traditional
The dress attire for the event is
Junior/Senior Banquet.
semi-formal.
This years' Studcnt-I.ife-sponTed Cunningham, senior class
sored hanquct, with a theme of president, explained what the
"Under The Stars," will be held evening will entail: Once a couple
again on the Virginia Dare arrives for the evening they will be
at 6:30 and 10 Friday and entertained with music and
Saturday evening.
refreshments.
Student Life has used this boat for
Also at this time, the couple may
the past three years. "It's something have their picture taken.
different than the regular hotel banThe meal for the evening will be
quet style," Mike Stewart, dean of catered by the Virginia Dare cruise
Student Life, said.
staff. Couples will be allowed a
According to Stewart there are still one trip visit to the buffet
a limited amount of tickets available.
—Maina Muara

Q

^HHk.

* Late-Night Activities
— Friday, April 26: the latenight activities will be skating,
bowling aid putl-putt from 11:30
p.m.to 1:30 a.m.
Skating will be at the Skateland
on Graves Mill Road. The $3.50
cost includes skates.
The cost for unlimited bowling
at AMF Lynchburg Bowl is S6.25,
Putt-putt will be at Putt-Putt
Golf and Games on Thnberlake
Road. The cost for unlimited golf
is $2. The cost for eighttokensis
$1 and Go-Cartridesare $2,
• Early Room Sign-up ~~ Early
Room Sign-Up will be held in the
Dean of Women/Men's Office. To
participate, you will need to pay

o r^
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your confirmation fe£ at
the Business Office.
Bring your receipt to the
Dean of Women/Men's Office
during your designated signup time.
• April 24: Juniors — 5:00 to
7:30 p.m.
Those who have 60 credit
hours or who will be 20 years of
age by Dec. 31,1996.
» April 25: Sophomores —
5:00 to 7:30 p.m.
Those who have 30 credit
hours or who will be 19 years of
age by December 31, 1996.
In order to maintain your housing assignment, you will need to
reconcile your school account by
July 15,1996.

The trip to Baltimore was one of
three trips Student Life planned to
professional sporting events this
semester; the others were for a
Charlotte Hornets game and a
Washington Capitals game. While
die trip to Charlotte was canceled
By RICH MACLONE
due to weather, both the Caps and
Sports Editor
O's games were successful ventures.
Approximately 50 students and Tickets, available through Student
faculty members took a break from Life, were sold out for both events.
"We are trying to do more things
schoolwork and headed to Maryland
to take in 'America's favorite pas- like that," said Mike Stewart, dean of
Student Life. "We just want to make
time' last Tuesday.
The students participated in a these types of (trips) available."
According to Stewart, Student
Student Life trip, traveling to Oriole
Park at Camden Yards to see the Life is looking into another trip to
Baltimore Orioles and Boston Red Baltimore in the fall, as well as a
Sox play a divisional contest. The trip to see a Carolina Panthers
game and a trek to Ca-roWinds for
O's won die game 6-1.
a music festival featuring popular
Christian
rockers the
Newsboys.
T h e
students
that went to
the game
had mixed
reasons for
attending.

Student Life
buses ball fans
to Baltimore

state New York, had twi
reasons for taking the trip
"I love die Red Sox," Flog<
said. "And I wanted to sec
Camden Yards."
Inger Randall, Floge's
fiancd, enjoyed her inaugural experience into Major
League Baseball. "I had
never been to a Major
League Baseball game
before. It was good. It was
better in person than on TV,"
Randall said.
The trip cost students
$14 and included box
seats and transportation to
Kim Maclone/UBBrrv CHAMPION
the ballpark.
WHERE DO I SIGN? Baseball
"We got group tickets fans eagerly seek out Jose Canseco
through the Orioles and sold to get his autograph.
them ourselves," Stewart
place Orioles jumped out to a
said. "We would like to send
more, but then we get into charging two-run lead, adding another run
the students for transportation, and in the third inning, three in the
seventh, and a single run in the
that can get expensive."
The trip's participants were eighth.
Orioles starter David Wells stifimpressed with the prime seating
they received — box seats on the led the Sox lineup all evening as
left field foul line, only 10 feet he went the distance for the victofrom the playing field. "You ry. Boston did manage to string
couldn't beat those seats for the together one run in the top of the
price," freshman Brian Woolford ninth via singles by 1995
said. Floge agreed "I thought it American League MVP Mo
was a good (trip)," he said. "I Vaughn and slugger Jose
Rich Macloiw/UBBRTY CHAMPION
D 3 V 1d
Canseco. Vaughn scored the Sox'
AMERICA'S FAVORITE PASTIME, BALTIMORE Floge, a was surprised it was so cheap."
only run on a sacrifice fly by
The
game
included
no
surprises
STYLE — The DiamondVision greets the 40,017 fans sophomore
Mike Greenwell.
from U
for
baseball
aficionados.
The
first
during the Oriole/Red Sox game Tuesday evening.
P"

Hunter hosts SAAA meeting, requests prayer
Hunter, the national
director of Life Education
And Resource Network,
stressed a biblical approach
to the abortion issue
"The Bible is emphatic
against any type of abortion," he said.
Junior Kimberly Thompson was not aware of some
of Hunter's teachings. "I
had no idea that the Bible
was that direct about abor-

By CYNTHIA L. TATUM
Champion Reporter

More than 100 students
showed up Thursday night
to hear the Rev. Johnny
Hunter explain the imporThe man speaking with Lech Walesa in the picture on last week's front tance of taking a stand
page was incorrectly identified. The man was David Laurrell.
against abortion.
A quotation was incorrectly modified in a story about the debate team in
Hunter was the featured
the April 10 Champion.. The quotation should have said debaters R.I. Snell speaker at the April meetand John Barr needed one more win to be in the tournament's top 16.
ing of Students Active
Wes Ehret's name was spelled incorrectly in last week's lacrosse article. Against Abortion.

tion," Thompson said.
Hunter also explained
the abortion process used
in the first, second and
third trimesters, and asked
students to pray against a
law that may be passed in
some African countries.
According to Hunter, if this
law is passed, all doctors will
be required to perform abortions upon request. Refusal
will result in jailtimeand

SAAA member Jen Reed,
loss of liscense.
said
they would love to
Some attendees traveled
have
Hunter
return to speak
from Roanoke to take part in
at
a
future
meeting.
Fortune
the event, resulting in attenagreed;
"He
was
great.
dance numbers organizers
People
really
need
to
take
were pleased with.
abortion
more
seriously,
"Considering that the
College Republican meet- especially at a Christian
ing was scheduled at the school," he said.
same time our meeting was,
SAAA plans to ask Penny
we had a pretty good turn Lee to speak next semester.
out," SAAA member Fred Lee was unsuccessfully
Fortune said.
aborted as a baby.

DOMINOS PIZZA
College Campus Deals
THREE CRUST STYLES

Small 10" - Two Topping Pizza

$

ORIGINAL • DEEP DISH PAN • THIN CRUST

4 " + tax

5 " and

$

2"

All Subs are made on Fresh French
Rolls, Mustard, Fat Free Mayonnaise,
Onions, Lettuce, Tomato,
Oil & Vinegar Available
Upon Request

BUILD YOUR OWN - OUR FRESH TOPPINGS

Medium 12"- Two Topping Pizza

5"

+tax

Large 14" - Two Topping Pizza

6"

+ tax

DOMINO'S BUFFALO WINGS

25c each + tax
25C each + tax
25C each + tax
25e each + tax
25C each + tax

Available In: Hot, Medium, Mild Barbecue

f !
$199

3
s
1197

CAMPUS DEAL #1 CAMPUS DEAL #2
$C99
|
$g99
+ tax

$798
7<
I

$

20 Pltct

15 9 6 ..

TWISTY BREAD STICKS
Our delicious bread sticks
baked fresh and painted with Garlic Butter
and Zzesty seasonings.
4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS s 1 2 9 + tax
8 TWISTY BREAD STICKS s 2 29 + tax

ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
8 CHEESE STICKS »22s + tax
with purchase ot pizza or sub.

16 CHEESE STICKS '3" +tax
with purchase ol pizza or sub

30 CHEESE STICKS { 5" + tax
with purchase ol pizza or sub

Now Accepting Visa, Mastercard, and Discover Card

OPEN LATE !

^ ^

"ZZESTY " MEATBALL &
CHEESE
CLUB SUB
BACON CLUB
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK
"ZZESTY" ITALIAN
VEGETARIAN
"ZZESTY" PIZZA SUB
ROAST BEEF & CHEESE
HAM & CHEESE
TURKEY & CHEESE

237-7788

NEW DIPPING SAUCES
GARLIC SAUCE
PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
SAUCE
ORIGINAL PIZZA SAUCE
RANCH DRESSING
BLEU CHEESE

SUPER SUBS

Pepperoni • Italian Sausage • Ham • Bacon •
Ground Beef • Extra Cheese • Fresh Mushrooms
Canned Mushrooms • Onions • Green Peppers •
Black Olives • Cheddar Cheese • Green Olives • Anchovies •
Banana Peppers • Jalapeno Peppers • Fresh Tomato Slices

^ ^

+ tax

CAMPUS DEAL #3

CAMPUS DEAL #4

ONE FOR

ONE FOR

$"T99
+ tax

$

TWO FOR

13 9 J L

2 6" SUB AND 2 CANS OF
COCA-COLA CLASSIC OR
DIET COKE

30 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
AND 2 CANS OF COCA-COLA
CLASSIC OR DIET COKE

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE

LARGE UNLIMITED
TOPPING PIZZA

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

$coo
+ tax

TWO FOR

$inoo

10

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
MONDAYS TUESDAY ONLY
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS .50e
PER TOPPING PER PIZZA. NO
DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

+ tax

APPETIZER SPECIALS
ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD
$1.29 +TAX
5 PIECE WING SAMPLER
$1.99 +TAX
16 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
$2.99 + TAX
6" SUPER SUB
$2.49 + TAX
PIZZA ORDER REQUIRED.
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Who's Who names Morrison
t o America's best teachers

LU tastes
foreign cuisine
more than 54 countries.
All of the performances
were presented by I .iberty students,
featuring
both
International and American
students.
Unusual foods and ethnic entertainThe fixid, too, was prepared
ment were the order of the day at David's by LU students, and brought
Place Saturday as the International Club the taste of eight countries to
sponsored the
,^mm^mi^a^m^Kmmm B B M • America.
fourth annual
represent"/ think it's great that edCountries
International
include Kenya,
people can come
Food Festival.
Israel and Jamaica.
Before the together to show what Candace
Walker
meals
were
from Jamaica preT E H Woolforil/ljBFRTV OlAMIlnN
served,
the their countries have." pared a dish called M M M M , L O O K S G O O D ! — Bihel Tafesse
club presented
"Jerk Chicken," a from Ethiopia serves u p a dish from h e r
a fashion and
common meal in homeland to a festival attendee.
—Jennifer Shelby very
talent show.
her country.
Senior Andrew Lyons said.-'The food is
The fashion segment of the show porThe event cost $2 per person and was just great."
trayed cultural dress of die various coun- enjoyed by many students.
Matt Laughoin called the fashion
tries represented.
Jennifer Shelby said, "I think it's great show, "one of excellence."
The talent show imparted a bit of the that people can come together to show
Burt Wray said, "I've enjoyed Uie
history of different cultures, and gospel what their countries have."
whole thing."
songs were sung in different languages.
"I attended the Festival last year and
Participants in the show hailed from could not wait for it to happen again,"
—from staff reports

International Club
sponsors annual
Food Festival

Carsons host
couples reception
By GINGER GILLENWATER
Champion Reporter
Wedding bells were ringing for
couples who attended the Engaged
Couples Reception last Saturday.
Rev. and Mrs. Dwayne Carson
hosted the reception which 26
people attended.
The setting was similar to a wedding reception with tables that held
refreshments and the Carson's
wedding quilt and photo album.
Jay Spencer spoke on the first
year of marriage and the differences
between men and women. Spencer
has worked with couples at Thomas
Road Baptist Church for four years
and teaches a Sunday school class
for newlyweds.
Senior Jason Bowman said he
learned "relationships are not built
on men and women giving 50/50
but they must both give 100 percent." He also noted that men need
to be sensitive to what women are
thinking as do women to what men
are thinking.
During the reception, prizes
were given to those who had been
dating the longest, those soon to be

married, etc. Jennifer Zani accepted a book on marriage, the prize
for dating her fiancd, Luke
Chiavelli, three-and-a-half years.
Matthew Griffith and his fiancee
Heather Cooksey both won books by
Gary Smalley, "If Only He Knew"
and "For Better or For Best," for
being the most recendy engaged.
Sophomore Devin Skaggs said
he liked the reception because "it
was put in down to earth terms
directed to us in a way we could
understand and not just some sermon on love."
Tina Sallie said, "Mrs.
Carson's speech on planning the
wedding and wedding coordinators was helpful."

WOL founder,
evangelist dies

"We do it right the first time for less"
lb

TuneUp's

4 cyl. 18.50

6cyl. 24.50
8 cyl. 34.90
•ft

&

Brakes Complete 59.90 per ax I e
Oil Change
18.50

ft

Free Estimates on All Repairs
New and Used Tires*
•£c
All Types of Mechanical Work
All Work Guaranteed • 12 Months / 12,000 miles
Phone 239-7364
Rt. 29 South • Across from Airport Terminal
Hours 8 - 4:30; Sat. 8 - 1

10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS
* $10 - $25 installed

239-6000
With: Irving E d e l s b e r g , O . D .

I
I

Who's Who book "is distributed
to school boards, regents, educational organizations and libraries.
All principals, college presidents
and news^^m^^m^^m^
papers will
be notified
of
the
teachers in
their institutions and
communities selected for Uiis
award."
Morrison
"There is
no greater reward for teachers
than to be valued by former students. Only high school and
college students who have been
cited for academic excellence
themselves in 'Who's Who
Among American High School
Students' or 'The National
Debate List' are invited to nominate one teacher from their
entire academic experience,"
Krouse said.

DISCOUNT AUTO SERVICE

and conference centers were built
in New York and Florida.
In 1971 Wyrtzen and Harry
Bollback founded the Word of Life
Bible Institute, which now has
more than 600 students enrolled.
Wyrtzen passed the reins of leadership of the ministry to George Theis
in 1991 and spent the past five
years preaching and advising.
Wyrtzen is survived by his wife,
Joan; eight children and 55 grandchildren. A memorial service for the evangelist was held at the Word of Lite
Auditorium in Schroon Lake, N.Y. on
Saturday, April 20.

Jack Wyrtzen, evangelist and
founder of Word of Life ministries,
died Wednesday, April 17, following
an illness. Wyrtzen was 82.
At the age of 19 Wyrtzen was saved
and developed a desire to preach.
He began what would become
the Word of Life ministry in 1940
with a radio show. He then quit bis
job as an insurance agent and began
crossing the nation, preaching in
country churches and major cities.
The ministry eventually expanded
into 37 countries. Word of Life
Bible Clubs were developed in
more than 600 churches and camps,

Dr.
Bert Peterson, Optometrist
~'

\

Baptist Seminary and a doctorale from the University of
Virginia. He taught in public
high schools before coming to
LI I to teach theology in 1()K3.
"I couldn't resist teaching at
Liberty. I think it is so great to
Hy BETSY SKARS
be doing what I love and getting
Champion Reporter
paid for it," he said.
Morrison said his initial reacReligion associate professor
John Morrison is one of tion to being selected for die
America's best teachers, accord- fourth edition of "Who's Who
ing to "Who's Who Among Among America's Teachers"
America's Teachers." Morrison, was surprise, but as that feeling
who has been at LU since 1983, wore off, he fell it was "a point
Of encouragement."
recently received this honor.
According to Paul C. Krouse,
"Thank the Lord for encouragement," Morrison said alter the publisher of Who's Who, "As
being notified about the honor. indisputable testimony to the
"If you know me, you will value of outstanding teachers.
always hear me say 'perse- Who's Who will honor a select 5
percent of our nation's teachers.
vere'," he said.
Morrison majored in English America's best teachers will be
and minored in History/ recognized just as the best dtxPolitical Science at the tors, lawyers, aUileles, business
I Iniversity of Montana. He has people and other professionals
masters in theology and divini- have traditionally been honored."
According to Krouse, the
ty from Western Conservative

Religion prof
has taught at LU
since 1983
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London plans 500 foot Ferris Wheel
Rolling in Hie millennium in a hiu
way, I ondon plans 10 eonsiruel a
500-tXxn-lall Ferris wheel.
The l'erris wheel will oiler what
Big Ben ean not — a central vantage
point to survey the entire city.
The idea lor the giant wheel came
about through boosters who predict
that the wheel will bring 2 million
paying passengers a year.
The city plans on keeping (he
wheel up tor only live years.

Designed by David Marks Julia
Barlield Architects ltd., the wheel
would turn continuously but at a
slow speed to allow passengers to
hop on ami off easily.
Sixty capsules would be used to
carry %() riders on a single rotation
lasting twenty minutes.
According to the architects, 60
percent of the energy to move the
wheel will come from the tidal
flow oi' the Thames,

Solar power will be used to heat
and cool the capsules.
The wheel will be located in the
Jubilee (iardens between Westminster
and Waterloo Bridges.
This area is going into a regeneration process that includes the new
Tate Museum of Modern Art, the
new Globe Theater and the South
Banks Art Center.
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—Ginger Gillvnwater

Navy phases out F-14 fighter planes
A Navy 1--I4 lighter went down in
Southeastern Virginia on Wednesday.
The crash happened just one day
after the House of Representatives
held a heaiing on the problem of F-14
fighter planes crashing because of
aging equipment.
Rep. Duncan Hunter, the panel
chairman of Uie 1 louse national security procurement subcommittee, said,
"We must ask if there are tilings the
services could have done to improve
the safety of these aircraft, but were

unable to do because of a lack of being phased out of service by 2(K)I and
modernization resource."
are to be completely gone by 2(XVt.
Investigators have discovered that
Ihe Navy has refected proposals to
pilot error was involved in two out of upgrade engines on certain planes.
the three recent F-14 crashes that have "We made the decision not to upgrade
taken place.
the engines because they would be
At the hearing on Tuesday, Navy Itx) expensive to put in an aircraft
and Marine officials testified that which would be removed from serthey are revamping pilot training vice a few years after being reand improving equipment, but can engined." Vice Chief of Naval
only allocate so much money to Operations Adm. Jay Johnson said.
the project.
'Ihe F-14s arc scheduled to begin
—Maina Mwaura

Officials discuss affirmative action,
consider public campus diversity
A national conference of black into account racial diversity.
officials met last week to discuss
The ruling applies specifically
affirmative action.
to such states as Texas, Louisiana
"Quite frankly, diere should be no and Mississippi.
It was said during the meeUng dial
apologies for affirmative action programs," said Regina Williams, city
manager of San Jose, Calif.
Williams said mat such programs
should be viewed, not as entitlements,
but as a means to equal opportunity.
"You give us a level playing
field, and we can hold our own
against the best." she said.
The panel included Richmond
City Manager Robert C. Bobb,
former Richmond city manager
Manuel Deese and Floyd Johnson,
city manager of Richmond, Calif.
Participants in the conference
discussed the court ruling that
affirmative action programs at
public universities may not take

there was no empirical data supporting me notion of reverse discriminalion against white males.
—Cynthia L. latum
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Fastbreak closing could
signal change for better
Fastbreak has closed its window for the last time.
The little refreshment counter has been a landmark in DeMoss
for a long time, and its departure on April 16 leaves a dark spot
in the campus geography.
However, we can happily note the espresso stand in the DeMoss
atrium appears more than capable of picking up the slack. The
coffee counter has become something of a symbol of growing,
developing campus and has added a lot of life to the area where it
stands. Once again we applaud the powers that be for bringing in
the Espressway CafeV
We have learned for the future from the shift in interest between
refreshment counter and coffee stand. The espresso stand has
begun to flourish recently* perhaps because of its quickness of service; case of access for hurried, tired students; and location in a
welLlighted, busy area. Now, how about Espressway Cafe" Part
Two?
A hot-dog stand in the courtyard would have outstanding potential, for example. It would be quick, cater to students who couldn't go to Marriott and take advantage — even add to — the growing popularity of the DeMoss courtyard as a hang-out area in the
warm weather.
A pizza counter would also score big, even if it was in a more
remote area like the old Fastbreak location; the ability to have a
pizza ready within minutes would make the shop a success.
We would urge the administration to look into these ideas, using
the lessons learned from Espressway. The SGA and Marriott
could also look into a role in these expansion food stands.
Everyone stands to gain.

Viva la fountain!
Look at the pretty water!
In all seriousness, the cleaned-up fountain in the courtyard
looks terrific and the Champion salutes Building Services for a
job well done. The five waterspouts and alternating spray give the
whole courtyard a new feel, particularly with spring here and the
trees, grass and flowers adding their own decorations to the scene.
However, the student body is lucky to have its fountain back.
Vandalism to the fountain has ruined the scene more than once.
Laundry detergent, soda cans and even people have found their
way, time and again, into the water, turning the structure black and
clogging the plumbing. Irresponsibility by some could permanently ruin the fountain for ail.
There were once flags of every state flying from a circle of poles in
the courtyard. Unfortunately, souvenir-hunters got into the habit of
stealing the flags and convinced the administration that it wasn't
worth having them up at all. If the abuse on the fountain continues,
the fountain may go the same way as the flags.
The students should work to protect this fountain. If the student
body can prove to the administration that university property can be
respected, maybe the flags will fly in the courtyard once again.

Passage of the week ...
"But be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving
your own selves. For if any be a hearer of the word, and not a
doer, he is like unto a man beholding his natural face in a glass: for
he beholdeth himself, and goeth his way, and straightway forgetteth what manner of man he is. But whoso looketh into the perfect
law of liberty, and continueth therein ... this man shall be blessed
in his deed" (James 1:22-25).
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o nobody wants me to be president.
Despite my announcement of interest in
the job, I have yet to see a groundswell of
support. The most response I've gotten is a
volunteer for the
vice-president slot —
but I had planned on
holding that position
for my biggest donor.
But the schtxil year
is drawing to a close
and I'll soon be losing my biggest base
T I M O T H Y J.
of voters: you, my
gentle readers. There- G I B B O N S
fore, with some sad- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *
ness, I must announce 1 am withdrawing my
hat from the ring.
Where then, you ask, am I throwing my
support? Who will I endorse? Who will be
our next president?
In my mind the question quite simply
comes down to this: should the president of
the United States be a man of the people? I
answer with a resounding "yes" and, therefore, must endorse "Swartz Man of the
People" for the U.S. presidency.
Swartz is, of course, familiar to those of
you who have acted to keep up on politics;
however, for the few among us who skip the
CNN updates, let me introduce you to this
presidential personage.
'm on the e-mailing list of the mentary procedure. Forget huge projects and
"Swartz Man of the People" is a regular at
University of Maryland-Baltimore sweeping Liberty Way changes. Your associLynchburg hangout Gene's Pool Hall. From
County chess club. A few days ago, the ation is not a United-Way-meets-the-USthis esteemed establishment he has estabsenior coach sent out a message, from which Congress cyborg. The student government is
lished the "Peoples (sic) Party," a group with
I have taken this excerpt:
a bridge from student to administration.
nationwide membership of 7 million voters
"There is great political conflict and confuIf the SGA is going to attempt campus pro(he says).
sion in the SGA. SGA elections have been jects, it must use what it has — a potential
"I'm organized in pool halls ... across
temporarily canceled; SGA has fired the UC voice with the administration and student
America," this balding, pony-tailed candiladministration] contact Janice Hall; and the body — and not what it doesn't: money and
date told me in a recent interview. "As an
SGA budgeting process remains
influence. Ask Marriot for an
engineer I've developed a scientific
uncertain. I urge all Chess Club
outdoor hot-dog/hamburger winapproach to campaigning that has never been
members to become more politically
dow so I can eat dinner in
done before." He assured me that this
active with SGA to look after our
shorts; forget trying to ram a
method would assure him 54 percent of the
interests and those of other students."
dress code change through. Set
votes in the next election.
This is what can happen to an
up a Student Court to review
But Swartz has many other qualifications
unsuspecting student government.
reprimands so we can set preceto be President, such as:
And our SGA may be a candidate.
dents and make discipline stan•Maturity. Swartz is either 52 or 60, dependThis year's elections saw a 30
dard campus-wide. Have funding on when you ask him. Perhaps it's both,
percent drop in an already low T O M
raisers and carwashes to raise
which would be great. At 60, he has the wisvoter turnout. Ted Elkins, vice- I N K E L
money like otiier student organidom of a senior citizen, but at 52, he doesn't
president-elect, received the equiv- • • • •
zations. Don't put new roads on
have to worry about being too old to run.
alent of less than ten percent of the student my school bill!
•A fake name. Swartz, he says, isn't his real
body's votes. President-elect Craig Long colWe the students are missing out on real
name at all. It's his campaign name. It would
lected a mere 778 votes. (The unofficial run- potential here. With an active, vibrant SGA,
seem a wise move for all would-be candiner-up to the technically unopposed Long we can work around difficulties in school
dates to run under pseudonyms.
was a write-in who garnered 100 votes. He administration and add new dimensions to
•Sheer wackiness. Let's face it: government
lives across die hall from me and had decid- student life. But this takes some effort.
can be a bit loopy at times. Wouldn't it make
ed the day before elections to run).
An active, vibrant SGA requires active,
sense to have someone eccentric at die helm?
The students don't really care any more
vibrant members. If you can see die roadHis qualifications keep building. While
about their lackluster student government.
blocks of miscommunication and helpless- browsing his 17-page, single-spaced media
And because they don't, a demoralized ness that the current SGA has around itself
packet show, I latched upon one example in
SGA is falling into disrepair. The organiza- and you think you know what it will take to
particular of his obvious political acumen:
tion has had no regular budget for about two overcome these problems, you need to takeon
"Swartz" is the only man seeking the presiyears. The student body's contact with its an SGA role immediately. This is not such a
dency that is in compliance with the Civil
"government" is limited to a couple SGA
sacrifice: the Christian service credit and
Rights Act of 1964.
chapels a semester. And internal strife- has addition to your resum6 aren't disagreeable,
I asked him about this in our interview.
resulted in actions such as a bill passed last and actually getting something done through
"How are die otiier candidates not in complisemester to exclude the president from the the SGA would be tremendously satisfying.
ance?" I asked.
senate meetings. Another example: note the
Our student government is not beyond
"It's not up to me," he said, "to show
feeding frenzy the recent candidates had on
hope. We still had elections, and no one is
they're are not in compliance. It's up to them
James Beck and his old campaign promises, going to fire the administration contact. But
to show they are in compliance."
capitalizing on any student dissatisfaction.
if Craig Long and Ted Elkins cannot revitalFace it, America; we need a straightshootHow do we rescue our SGA?
ize morale and direction and the student
er in the White 1 louse — and where better to
It's simple. Senators and officers: don't try body can't catch the vision of an active,
find one then in a pool hall? Swartz says he's
so hard. Don't lose sight of what a SGA is vibrant SGA, we could all stand to lose a lot
a straight shooter, and he can prove it. Just
amidst lavish campaign promises and parlia- of tremendous opportunities.
ask him to break.

SGA has hit low but
future looks brighter

I
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The Liberty Champion encourages members of the community to submit letters to die
editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing
in die Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of the Champion's editorial
board Of Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear die
endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes die properly of the Liberty Champion. Hie Champion
reserves the right to accept, reject, or edit any
letter received, according to die Champion
stylebook, taste ;uid Liberty University mission statement. The deadline for letters is 6
p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all Idlers to "Ldilor, ihe
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or
mail to; Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

Talk shows are more than freak shows;
we can see need of world through guests

H

world. As degrading and worldly as the
omosexuals. Dragqueens. Squalling
guests are, such are the lives of many peoneighbors. Abusive parents. Drug
ple. By attending a Christian university,
addicts. Women who dress loo sexy. "My
many of us have become blinded to what is
mom stole my boyfriend." "Surprise, I love
really happening in the world.
you!" "My dad dates my sister."
Everyone we meet is not going
Talk shows are as trashy as they
to have graduated from Liberty
come. You will never see as much
University wearing "Jesus Is
Concentrated sin mid degradation in
Awesome" paraphernalia and
one hour anywhere else. But let's
calling themselves "young
face it; you can learn a lot about life
| Champions." It is a great possifrom talk shows.
bility that the people we end up
First of all, they are a good way
working with may be much like
to find out what could be going on
C
Y
N
T
H
I
A
the
guests on Ricki Lake, Jenny
next door. 1 would have never
Jones,
Montel Williams or
T
A
T
U
M
known in the protective environ•
•
•
^
•
i
Richard
Bey.
ment in which 1 was raised that • • • •
A
Ricki
Lake
guest
once dared to stand
people would actually pierce every body
and
claim
he
would
stay
a virgin until he
part imaginable until 1 watched Jenny Jones
crossed
the
threshold,
something
the entire
talk to a 14-year-old who had 32 C&Ttilage
audience
found
that
to
be
hilarious.
"How
piercings. I had no idea that niodiers would
could
these
people
laugh
at
this
strongactually date their daughter's boyfriends or
minded man?" 1 thought. Then I realized,
that some parents are literally terrified of
if most people condoned the passing out
tiieir children because the kids have threatof condoms to children, why would they
ened to kill them.
applaud this man.'
Talk shows are unfortunately very inlorA women saiil to a gay guest of Jenny
malive about the true condition of our

Jones, "I just don't see what you see in
another man anyway; that's just disgusting." As the audience began to boo, Jenny
told the woman not to be so judgmental: if
the sexual preference of these guests wasn't
hurting anyone, there was nothing wrong
with it. It later hit me, "Why would all these
people who believe gays should have the
right to adopt children or leach diem in a
classroom respond any differently?"
These talk show guests are not merely
freaks of society, they are minors of at least

a significant p;ui of it.
Talk shows and what they reveal about
the lives people are living show us how
much we need to be in prayer for the world.
Many of us live in our own little worlds,
taking time out of our schedules only to
pray for our friends and family. Bui as evidenced in lalk shows, there ate people in the
world suffering wilh serious problems who
need our prayers.
I el's accept dial these problems exist and
move to help. I'ray for these people and
make an effort to reach out into mat world.
If we don't, who will?
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Prayer amendment will pose risks
Immediate gain
may lead to
future loss
By TONY WITTRIEN
Champion Reporter

Organized prayer does not
belong in American public
school classrooms.
Some people take such a phrase
as this one and interpret it as
fighting words. Others take it as
a way to say to religious people
that their religion should not be
forced upon those who do not
practice die religion ofwhich the
prayer is a part.
When government-sanctioned
prayer was deemed unconstitutional in 1962. most Christians
believed that this was an atheistic
victory — Madelyn Murray
O'Hare leading a crusade of evil
against Christianity at large. But
one must not jump too quickly to
conclusions and judgments.
It should be noted that prayer is
not an extinct practice in our public schools. The Supreme Court's
decision to ban organized prayer in
school does not cover every aspect

of a student's religion. Lor examNote that there is no provision to
ple, a student has always retained prevent public officials, including
die constitutionally protected right teachers, to dictate how, where and
to pray before lunch or to read his when school children and others
or her Bible between classes. That should pray.
has always been die case.
What this means is that teachers
Misinformed and misguided and school officials are dangerousschool districts and officials have ly free to lay out die rules on how
certainly made repeated chal- prayer is to be dealt widi and what
lenges to Uiis rule, but that is to be to do with those who do not particexpected. Many people on both ipate or protest.
sides of this issue have been takIn addition, if school administraing action without • • • • • • • i ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ B B
tions do not orgabeing fully in"Is the prayer
nize specific times
for prayer, there
formed of all the a m e n d m e n t
worth
will almost certainfacts involved.
the risk?'
ly be those to
There is a new
mmmm
proposal in Con- """
"™~~~ ""•———^^ accuse them of viogress which would amend the U.S. lating die new amendment.
It has been documented on innuConstitution "relating to voluntary
merable occasions that students
school prayer."
Led by Newt Gingrich, this pro- who do or do not participate in
posal states, "Nothing in this these "voluntary" prayers are
Constitution shall be construed to unfairly labeled by odiers . It creprohibit individual or group ates an atmosphere of intolerance
prayer in public schools or odier and harrassment. It also fosters a
public institutions. No person modified form of religious perseshall be required by the United cution against diose who do not
States or by any State to partici- practice religion. This is as much a
pate in prayer. Neither the United violation of civil rights and liberStates nor any State shall compose ties as any other.
the words of any prayer to be said
There is another danger present
in public schools."
here. Should this amendment pass,
But there are certain problems it will mark the first time that any
of the original amendments to the
with this proposal.

Constitution have been altered
since its inception, setting a historic and potentially disastrous
precedent comparable to the infamous Roe vs. Wade.
Precedent is a legal term that
means if something has been ruled
legal before, similar actions are
legal too. If the prayer amendment
is made, it will set aprecedent
which will pave die way for other
parts the Constitution to be altered

Champion Reporter

Internet censorship. For those
who don't keep abreast of the
national news, this phrase sums up
the theme of the current debate
about the restriction of certain materials on the Internet, especially the
pornography widely available to any
user, including minors.
The Communications Decency
Act of 1996 is the law that has
pushed the topic of Internet censorship into the national spodight.
This act, which has caused such
an uproar among the "champions of
free speech," is surprisingly mild in
its language. It states that a computer service can only be prosecuted if
it "knowingly permits" pornographic material to be transmitted to a
minor. If the perpetrator is convicted, he can befined,sent to prison for

a maximum of two years, or both:
not outstandingly harsh punishments, especially considering the
lenience first-time offenders are
given in today's justice system.
Thus advocates of the CDA ask
freespeechers, "What's the big
deal?" But apparently, many people
seem to think the next act passed
will forbid anything that does not
promote God or other such religious
right-wing propaganda.
We must support this Act for three
reasons.
First and foremost, it is our
Christian responsibility. We have
been commanded to be the "salt and
light" of the earth. In a society that is
quickly becoming devoid of conscience, it is our duty to uphold the
standards of decency that we have
been commanded to uphold.
Second, we must protect our children. The established links of

Mom's right, the
Internet IS cheap
and useful!
Playboy used to
cost me an arm

Editor in chief's mother reacts to gentle
editor's justification of liberal choice

pornography to sexual crimes and
murder prove this position.
Third, it is hypocritical to prevent
a minor from viewing adult material
in the "real world" but not on the
green" was too much opinion for
Dear Editor:
Internet. Pornography is pornograeven an opinionated editor. "The
phy, regardless of what medium in
As a parent of a Champion staff untimely death of a paper tiger"
which it is presented.
member, you can be sure we look spoke to the kid in me and most
Surprisingly, this law (which was
forward to a complete reading of definitely qualifies for a top
part of the larger Telecommunieach issue. Family members have national award (just an opinion,
cations Act of 1996) was signed into
different reading habits. I will tell genfle reader)!
law by President Bill Clinton. While younfiine.
, v M y favorite column, {the one
>-<>-H
we may disagree with our President
I sit down at the dining, room* everyone who knows me has to
on a wide range of social and ecotable with a fresh diet Pepsi, then read) "Mailboxes ain't my
nomic issues, we cannot let his sup1 take a quick look at each page of friends," can still bring a tear to
port cast a bad light on the act itself.
the current issue. Now, before I my eye and a smile to my face
We have an obligation to uphold
go back and carefully read each when I read it.
standards of decency in society,
Yesterday I read the latest colpage, I take a long swallow of my
regardless of what the left may say
drink. 1 then go on and begin to umn, "What's so bad about a libabout "free speech."
read the editor's column on the eral," and now I have an editorial
The freespeechers are already
comment about yowr thinking.
right edge of die opinion page.
mobilizing. Twenty-two plaintiffs,
Gentle editor, is it possible that
Different columns bring out
including such major corporations
you have a major problem since
different rections and feelings.
as America Online, CompuServe,
Example: "Abandon prisons for there is no longer a Calvin &
Apple, Netcom and Microsoft have
punishment" sounds good as long Hobbes to read? Maybe I should
filed suit against the "decency provias it does not concern someone 1 ask how close the mailbox consions" in the Telecommunications
know. "Shattered fragments of tact was earlier this year?
Act. The U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Philadelphia granted the
group's request for a preliminary
injunction against the clause on
Editor:
picture only poking fun at math
March 21.
and computer science majors?
Government lawyers were sched1 am extremely offended. To
Isn't the point of the article to
uled to begin presenting their case
illustrate your article about the persuade students not to make
last week. The decision, which
abuse FACS majors suffer, you fun of a certain major? Didn't
could arrive as early as this summer,
used a cute, little picture includ- you do just that with your comic?
will almost certainly be appealed to
ing two men who I can only Isn't that a double standard?
the United States Supreme Court.
assume are suposed to be comLet me tell you how I feel about
If you would like to get involved,
puter science and math majors.
your article and the little picture.
writing one of these corporations
1 would like to focus on the First, bv including the comic and
would certainly be a good first step.
individual who is supposed to be making fun of two "bona fide"
In addition, there are dozens of orgaa math major. He is dressed in an majors, you have totally invali'
nizations — particularly on the
outrageous outfit which wouldn't dated your whole purpose.
Internet — that are lobbying about
be acceptable in any society in Apparently it is correct for you to
this issue. They provide a wide variany time period. Not only is his criticize other majors as long as
ety opportunities to get involved,
outfit atrocious, but he is present- no one criticizes yours. Get real.
from answering surveys to giving
ed as having an extremely superiSecond, I am a math major. Not
out literature.
or and elitist attitude.
only am 1 capapble of decorating
Americans can't get carried away
I am confused. Is this supposed a home, but I "dress in coordinatby the concept of "free speech."
to be funny? Is it supposed to be ing colors" every day. Both of
Sacrificing children's well-being
an accurate picture of the stu- these facts contradict the stereoand our Christian duties for the sake
dents in these majors? Or is this types you presented in the comic.
of "rights" should not be an option.

I'm sure we agree it is best, and
we are expected to keep an open
mind on all debatable questions.
The fact is, the legalized murder
of our future doctors, parents,
politicians, journalists, etc., is not
a debatable question. Please note
that candidate Dole need not
select a pro-life activist or an
Operation Rescue worker in order
to receive ray vote.
Candidate Dole must select a
vice-presidential candidate that is
in agreement with him concerning the non-debatable voting
issues. To do otherwise will result
in a large percentage of stay-athome non-voters this November
5. If this happens, we are guarenteed another four years of a
Clinton presidency.
Lorctta Gibbons

FACS cartoon may have gone too far

SPEAK g
Should the government try
to censor the Internet or not?
"I think it should operate
like cable TV, where you
have to pay to get the porn
and vulgar contents."
— Nick Migliacci, Jr.
Conneticut

ones that could completely distort
the Founding Father's vision for
the United States.
Once again it is clear that
morality cannot and should not be
relegated to legislation of this
kind. From a political viewpoint,
it is wrong for the government to
endanger the spirit of the First
Amendment by legislating in
favor of organized prayer in the
public education system.

Liberty Forum

Internet needs regulation
By PAUL FIELDS

or taken away just as easily. Any
liberal will have grounds to suggest his own changes. Is this
prayer amendment worth the risk?
Do conservatives dare entrust the
the corrupt American political and
judicial system with free reign to
the Constitution?
Making a Constitutional change
for purely ideological reasons
paves the way for other ideologies
to demand their own changes,

"No, but I think it should be
regulated. For example,
some rooms shouldn't be
entered if you are underage."
— Sonia Maria Rivera, Soph.
New Jersey

To destroy another stereotype
you portrayed to your readers, 1
am a woman. I am proud to be a
math major. I am good at what I
do. These facts do not make me a
geek. They also do not make me
a walking fashion faux pas. The
criticism you gave of math and
computer science majors was not
only uncalled for but unkind.
But to quote the author of this
cOrnpletely*unbiased
article
(please note the sarcasm), Tony
Wittrien, "People are prone to
criticize what they do not understand," Do yourself a favor. Get
off the soapbox and lose the
stereotypes. You obviously don't
appreciate them, so why would
others?
Dawn Liiulsty

"Yes, because there has to
be some kind of standard
to go by."
— Stephan Brown, Sr.
North Carolina

"No. The more power we
hand over to the government, the more we take
away from ourselves."
— Jessica Brennan, Sr.
Maryland

"No. When the government starts censoring the
Internet, then it can censor
things like religion."
Steve Smith, Jr.
Pennsylvania

"Yes, because there is a lot
Of bad stuff on the Internet
already."
— Robert Makin
Rhode Island
Ted Wouirord/UMKn CHAMHON
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Finishing the
year with a
bang — not
the blues
H

ey, hey! Ho, ho! Twenty-four
days until we go. (That is, 24
days from Tuesday — and counting.)
Can you believe it? It's been an
incredibly fast but fun year.
For all of you seniors, it's 24 days
then— "welcome to the real world."
But as my fourth year draws to a
close, and I look ahead to see that
bright, glowing stage with Dr.
Falwell waiting to shake my hand, I
remember the profound words of my
father: "Keep dreaming."
Some people enroll in college and
graduate in the normal time span of
four years.
Then some (such as I) decide that
college is so much fun that we want to
stay an extra year, or two or three. In
fact, some people seem to make college their profession in life (no insult
intended to you 11th year seniors).
College is fun. Nothing beats those
2 a.m. prank phone calls, or—better
yet— those all-night study parties in
the hallway, or those late night pizza
and donut runs.
Unfortunately, this is the time of
year when "end-of-the-semester"
blues begin to set in.
Good study habits—or any study
habits for that matter—go right down
the drain.
I begin to hear people say, "I can't
hack it anymore," or "I just can't do it,"
or "Shoot me now," or "Shoot my calculus professor now."
As I saw myself quickly joining this
army of desperate souls, I decided that it
was high time for someone to comprise
a list of ways to avoid these "end-of-thesemester" blues.
• Paint the infamous spirit rock—
sloppy yet satisfying.
There's just something about publicly humiliating someone, and getting paint all over yourself in the
process that cheers you up. If you
don't believe me, try it.
• Stay away from those psychopsycho roommates.
I've been blessed to room with the
Champion's, Opinion Editor, Michelle
Fannin, (Excuse me, the ex-opinion
editor; I don't think that Liberty
would approve of me rooming with
the new Opinion editor. No offense,
Tom, I'm sure you'd be a great roommate), but unfortunately, some people
haven't been so lucky.
• Start a petition to bring Pharmor back.
Oh, for the days of sneaking 35 cent
sodas into the theater.
• Hand write your name on the
graduation list.
Hey, some people really are that desperate.
• Yes, you too can Become a
charter member of the Tim Gibbons
Fan Club.
Tim, Tim, he's our man, if he can't
do it, nobody can. What can he do?
Come see for yourself. We're accepting applications now. Just call 2124.
• Propose marriage to the person
you have been stalking all year.
' Enough of the silly secret admirer
games; just MAKE A MOVE!
And last, but certainly not least:
• Buy Danny Lovett's truck (yes,
the "Jesus is awesome" sign and all).
Well, maybe some of these are
slightly extreme, but so are students
at this time of year.
Perhaps one of these will prevent
you from doing something rash like
killing the roommate who is always
around when your things are missing,
or setting fire to the house of the professor who conveniently assigns you
10 page papers every week.
But don't dwell on the stress. Just
remember: these are supposed to be
the best years of our lives! How many
times have we heard that?
Finally, for the sake of you eternal optimists, I have one last
remark: "Don't count the days, make
the days count."

:

We BEST OF TH$ BEST
Performers show off one more time
at this year's final Coffee House
By STEPHANIE RADAKER
Champion Reporter

T

he best of the best made an
appearance at the All-Star
Coffee House Friday night,
entertaining larger crowds than
the normal Coffee House.
Favorite acts were the Jackson
Five, Down South, and even
Elvis Presley.
Audiences
whooped and
hollered as Rachel Snyder and the
River Valley Band opened the
evening with a foot stompin' rendition of Shania Twain's "Any
Man of Mine." John Kavanaugh,
pianist for the River Valley Band
said of the show, "It was hot!"
Master of Ceremonies, Steve
Kyle especially enjoyed this act,
"It's incredible, I love it!" he said.
Kyle seemed happy to be back
at Coffee House after missing last
month's. He started the show with
jokes about the LU road system,
saying that they should put up
signs that say, "Danger, simulated
moon surface ahead!" The audience appreciated a new twist Steve
put on Coffee House with free Tshirts and American flags available to lucky audience members.
Sophomore Justin Dee felt
Kyle did a great job. "He really
got the crowd involved," Dee
said.
That he did, with "Free stuff,
free stuff!"screamed between
every act. "Kyle handed out
enough flags to have an
Independence Day parade." said
sophomore Lara Witte.
People cheered as Moses and
the Freakazoids performed
"Pharoah, Pharoah" and "The
Lion Sleeps Tonight" and they
laughed hysterically as Dale,
Brian, Sandi and Stephanie from
YouthQuest performed "Jesus
Enthusiast."

Sandi and Stephanie were not
quite satisfied with the guys version of DC Talk's "Jesus Freak"
and thought it needed a new
twist. The group proceeded to
perform the song in the style of
several LU regulars.
The audience whistled and
cheered as the sounds of Kendra
Cook, Doug Oldham, Robbie
Heiner, Eric Lovett, the LU
cheerleaders, Truth and the
Sounds of Liberty came to the
stage in the form of impersonations by this group.
YouthQuest member Dale
Williams said the group "felt privileged to be invited back for the
All-Star Coffee House."
Female members of the audience swarmed the stage as Elvis
Presley sang "Blue Suede Shoes"
and
"Jailhouse
Rock."
Sophomore Chris Ellis said that
the Elvis act was "kind of a
dare." Ellis said that he loved
Elvis' music and his friends
encouraged him to perform at
Coffee House last fall.
On the more serious side of
things, Latissha Acey sang an
amazing rendition of Whitney
Houston's song "I Will Always
Love You."
Junior Takemma Morton said,
"Latissha could give Whitney
Houston a run for her money!"
Many people seemed shocked
by the amazing similarity to
Whitney and Latissha's voice.
Latissha jokes, "My nickname has
become Whitney!"
For the country-western fans in
the audience, the River Valley
Band performed an excellent rendition
of
John
Michael
Montgomery's "Sold" and Tim
McGraw's "I Like It, I Love It." A
few members of the audience
enjoyed it so much they just could
not stay in their seats!

One of the show's biggest hits
was undoubtedly The Jackson
Five. "Michael Jackson," performed by freshman Harmony
Geisler. The group of girls "got
the idea when Michael Jackson
was being interviewed on national
television by Oprah Winfrey and
they showed all the video clips of
his younger days," Geisler said.
The group was authentically
dressed like the Jackson's from their
afros down to their bell bottoms.
Geisler credited the adrenaline
rush as her purpose in doing the
act. "It's fun. You can be someone
you're not," she said.
Junior Ted Woolford said the
Jackson Five was his favorite act
because, "It looked like they put a
lot of time into their act."
Junior Rachel Hodges said,
"They were my favorite because it
looked like they had a lot of fun
doing it."
The 1996 All-Star Coffee
House was a huge success.
Kavanaugh said, "It was a great display of the hidden talent here at LU."
TEC! Woolford/LJBEBTV CHAMPION
Student Director Dean Parker
said of the show, "This was the best SING A NEW SONG — Above: Members of Sounds of
performance we've had at Coffee Liberty perform their version of "I Like it, I Love it." Top:
House all year."
The Jackson Five perform during the Best of the Best show.

The truth in Christ's words
While carrying the sins of the world, Jesus took time to care perfect A flawless life and a cruel world led Jesus to a Roman
for His family, especially for a mother who needed someone cross where destiny was fulfilled. Jesus took a plan to earth that
she could trust, someone who would be around in the future, took a lifetime of sacrifice to accomplish, and six agonizing
someone other than her virgin-bom son who was out saving die hours on a cross to finish.
world. This someone was John, the disciple whom Jesus loved. He finished His mission, and now it's up to you to
Jesus took care of His family and He will take care of yours. accept yours.
A GRACIOUS SAVIOR
A SACRIFICIAL SAVIOR
"Father, into your hands I commit my spirit." (Luke 23:46)
"My God, My God, why have you forsaken me?"(Matt.
A COMPASSIONATE SAVIOR
After thirty-three years on this earth, He gave it all. He gave
27:46)
"Father forgive them, for they
the
Magi something to believe in. He gave the crippled someJesus
did
not
dread
our
sin
or
the
cross
as
much
as
He
feared
know not what they do." (Luke |
thing
to live for. He gave His disciples somediing to die for. He
the
absence
of
fellowship
with
His
Heavenly
Father.
Carrying
23:34)
BRIAN JACOBS
gave
His
life on the cross, and His love to everyone.
our
sin
on
His
shoulders
and
wearing
our
cross
on
His
back,
our
While on the verge of death on mmmmm—mmmmmmm
He
gave
(lie Pharisees heartache. He gave the believers hope
Savior
was
completely
alone.
Not
only
had
His
people
crucithe cross, Jesus still found compassion for His people: the very
in
His
second
coming. He gave His word for Christians ,and
fied
Him,
His
followers
forgotten
Him,
and
His
friends
people who bowed one moment and blasphemed the next; the
I
lis
Holy
Spirit
to show us the way. He ended a life full of givbetrayed
Him,
but
His
Father
turned
His
back
on
Him.
He
very people who had forgotten their heritage, their Creator,
ing
with
a
gift
to
his Heavenly Father, "After 33 years, I'm
could
see
these
circumstances
from
the
garden,
yet
He
still
their Deliverer, their Jehovah; the very people who turned cries
coming
home."
chose
the
road
to
Calvary,
and
all
He
wants
in
return
is
love.
of "Hosanna!" into "Crucify him!" in less than a week; and the
The same God who gave all the way to the grave, saved one
He sacrificed so much for you, yet He expects so little
very people who put Him on the cross where He now hung, still
gift
for you.... He look time on the cross to give it to you.
from you.
loving them.
His
name is Jesus Christ, and His gift is eternal life. Oh, what
A MORTAL SAVIOR
He forgave His murderers in the very act, and He will fora
Savior
is He"I am thirsty." (John 19:28)
give you.
Was this the same God who raised men from the dead and
A MERCIFUL SAVIOR
"I tell you the truth, today you will be with me in paradise." turned water into wine? God sent His son Jesus to earth as a
He's compassionate.
man. He lived as a man, He suffered on the cross as a man, and
(Luke 23:43)
He's merciful.
After a lifetime of sin, the thief on the cross searched for He died as a man, But He rose from die dead because He's
He's provisional.
mercy and found more than he could imagine in the out- God, and as our Savior, He conquered sin
He's sacrificial.
He look on human form, so dial years later, as 1 le listens
stretched arms of Jesus. Just moments before his death, a lifeHe's mortal.
to your prayers and struggles, He can say: "I've been there."
time criminal got his heartrightwith God.
A PERFECT SAVIOR
He's perfect
No matter how big, how often or how ugly your sin, God will
"It isfinished!"(John 19:29)
He's gracious.
forgive, and His mercy endures forever.
In the beginning was God mid he had a plan. Six thousand
A PROVISIONAL SAVIOR
"Dear woman, here is your son ... John, here is your mother." years of disobedience and one begotten son later, Jesus went to
He's yours.
Calvary: His followers few, 1 lis miracles mighty, I lis plan still
(Luke 19:26-27)

esus went to the cross without
saying a word, but he still had a
lot to say to you and me once he got
there. Leave it to our Savior's dying
words to ultimately reveal who he
really was.

J
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The transition from high
school to college is a difficult one.
Leaving family and friends
behind requires both strength
and discipline for all students. For
some, the move is even longer
and the separation even more
poignant.
For these students, the decision to leave home requires emotional and financial sacrifices on
the part of both the students and
their families.
tord/UBKKTY CHAMPION
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By LISETTE FLORES
Champion Reporter

College is a transitional time for
young people. The idea of leaving home
and all that is familiar is sometimes
frightening. But there are a few students
who take the plunge without fear. They
know the value of an education, and they
are willing to do whatever it takes,
because in many foreign countries a college degree from an American university is the ticket on the road to success.
Glauco Lamacchia, a 20-year-old from
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, thought he was settled in his hometown.
He attended a small college for three
years where he was pursuing his business
degree. He was also very involved in his
church and with developing a stronger
relationship with his girlfriend.
But more importantly, he was doing what
he loves most—playing soccer for a professional league. However, in the back of his
mind he knew that he wanted to someday

ALL DRESSED
UP! Top: Ruth
Mavinga
and
Mimi
Ngay
from
Zaire
model clothing
from their country
in
the
African Society
fashion show.
Left: A group of
students, still
dressed in their
foreign
garb
gather together
for a picture
after the show.

all

enrich his experiences by studying abroad.
In Zaire, Africa, Mimi Ngay wondered
what she would do after her high school
graduation. She dreamed of mastering
English, as she was already fluent in both
her native language and in French. She
also considered applying to one of the four
large universities in Zaire.
In her country, however, university officials chose the students'majors according
to the student's previous academic records
and the current enrollment for that particular major. Desiring more freedom of
choice, she decided to further her education in the United States.
In Saudi Arabia, Shriya Peter had been
preparing to study abroad since she was
six years old. When her parents moved
from their hometown of Palaghat, India,
they had the choice of registering their
children in a school that taught either the
Indian or American educational system.
When she reached her sophomore
year, Shriya started making plans to
attend a Christian boarding school in the

ALL THEY WANT TO DO IS DANCE! Right: Students from Kenya perform a wedding dance typical for a chief in their country. Above: Mimi and
Heather dish out rice to Harrell Milton in the serving line. Sampling of this
food from the nine countries took place after the fashion and talent show.

United States.
The primary motives behind the decision were very different for these three
young students, yet the common underlying factor was the same: they all hoped to
gain the best education they could by
studying abroad.
"The U.S. is considered to be a land
of dreams," Mimi said. "So, even if you
don't know anything, they think you"
know everything because this country
has all the technology."
The three said their decisions to study
abroad were not based on a comparison of
the education in the States.
Instead, it was based on the desire to
learn about a different culture. Glauco said
that in many ways the education in Brazil
is superior; however, there are not as many
courses available.
All three would agree with Mimi's
belief that earning a degree from an
American university will automatically
give them a head start once they returned
to their countries.
But with the advantages of studying
abroad come the sacrifices necessary to
accomplish their goals. Among these are
leaving family, friends and anything that is
familiar to them. Oftentimes, this means
not having a place to go for school breaks
or until they complete their degrees.
They also have had to many times place
large financial burdens upon their parents.
Due to exchange rates in currency and few
job opportunities for foreigners, many of
them struggle to make ends meet. Trying
to pay school bills on time and cover personal expenses is especially hard.
But in Glauco's view, it has all been
worth it because he has learned about peo-

BON APETITE! FROM LU'S
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
The International Club of Liberty
University sponsored an International
Food Festival on Saturday, April 20,
that gave LU students a little piece of
foreign culture.
Rousing entertainment, including
such cultural highlights as a Hebrew
dance, a wedding dance done in
Kenya for chiefs, a traditional African
society fashion show and musical talent including the Swahili version of
"Amazing Grace,"
Foods such as fruit breads, marinated chicken, spicy rice and heans, pepper bread and even corn chips and

salsa were displayed and sampled
from nine countries: Zaire, France,
Indonesia, Ethiopia, Jamaica, Nigeria,
Kenya and Israel.
Even America was represented at the
International Food Festival. There was
no apple pie, but pizza and chocolate
chip cookies sufficed.
From Lynchburg, there was beautifully handcrafted, international, gold
and silver jewelry. The family who
began this business has been making
jewelry lor 18 years.
Their display consisted of rings,
bracelets, and earrings.

pie from all parts of the world and he has ent in speaking the English language as she
learned more about himself. Glauco said had always dreamed.
Shriya found the experience of movhe feels that after adapting to the United
States he can "adapt to just about any- ing to the States to be an asset to her
Christian faith.
thing, anywhere."
While living in Saudi Arabia, she did
Mimi said she also feels that she has
become a much stronger person due to not have the freedom, as she does in
America, to express her beliefs or to
this experience.
She believes her greatest accom- associate with a people from the same
plishment has been in becoming more religious background.
"Even though, culturally, I am different,
open-minded and knowledgeable about
I have one thing in common with the peoother cultures.
She said that by simply talking to ple here," Shriya said. "We believe Jesus
other people "they learn how things are is die only Son of God, and He died on the
done in my country and in the places cross for us."
For Glauco, Mimi and Shriya, these
where I have been."
In return, Mimi has learned about the adjusunents to a new culture have radicalAmerican culture and has become more flu- ly changed their lives.
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AD announces football schedule
'Difficult process' completed quickly

"As an independent, we have had much
difficulty in the past in completing our
against NCAA 1 - AA teams, consists of six schedule in a timely fashion."
By RICH MACLONE
home contests and five road games.
Burch is happy with the schedule,
Sports Editor
Unlike the past two seasons, the team will especially since the team will be playing
LU Head Football Coach Sam not have to play consecutive road games at against competition that should help
Rutigliano finished running his team any point in the upcoming season.
increase its chances of reaching the
through drills last week, and now those
LU Director of Athletics Chuck Durch NCAA 1 -AA playoffs for the first time in
players know who they will be running said he is relieved to have the schedule school history. He is also excited that the
those plays against. The Liberty completed. He noted that LU has had trou- team will not have to take any extensive
University Athletics office announced ble, in the past, scheduling games because road trips.
the finalized schedule for the 1996 foot- (lie team does not play in conference.
"I'm pleased dial this year's schedule
ball season.
"It is a relief to have completed the dif- offers our team a much more consistent
The schedule, which features 10 games ficult process of scheduling," Burch said. blend of home and away contest than

1996 football schedule
Aug.

what we have had to deal with in the Sept.

29
7
14
21
28
12
19
26

at L. Tennessee St.

7:00 p.m.

Western CaroliriH 7s30 p.m.
Delaware State
1:30 p.m.

past," Burch said. "This year's schedule
at Morgan State
1:30 p.m.
will offer our team challenging matchups
Indiana
State
1:30
p.m.
against several established and successOct.
Hofstra
l:30p*m.
ful 1-AA programs.
at Western Kentucky 8:00 p.m.
Two of Liberty's opponents made the
Charleston So.
1:30 p.m.
NCAA 1-AA playoffs in 1995: HoftStra
(Homecoming)
and Georgia .Southern. Both teams also
0
at Hampton
1:30 psn.
beat the Flames during the '95 football Nov.
9
Livingstone
1:30 p.m.
campaign. Liberty also has rematches
at Georgia Southern 3:30 p.m,
16
with Morgan Stale and Delaware State.
LI I finished the 1995 season with a
* All imes are EST and are subject to change *
record of 8-3 and were not selected for
Home games in BOLD
the playoffs.

Golf team
takes third
a t BaSa

tournament
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

The Liberty golfers went to
Myrtle Beach, S.C., last weekend to
participate in the Big South
Conference Tournament and came
away with a tie for diird place.
The Spartans of UNC Greensboro
took the tide by a whopping 17
stroke victory over Winthrop
University. UNCG shot 583 for the
weekend, while Winthrop shot an
even 600.
The Flames, as well as Charleston
Southern, finished the weekend tied
for third shooting identical scores of
605, 22 shots behind UNCG.
Coastal Carolina followed both
schools with 606, Radford
University came in sixth with 622
and the University of MarylandBaltimore County brought up the
rear at 637.
The Flafties topfivefinisherswere
Justin Jennings, 146; Daniel Willis,
151; Chad Hall, 153; Mark Setsma,
156; and Kenny Hobbs, 158.
Jennings came in second overall for
the tournament behind UNCG's
Michael Way who finished with a
142. Willis came in tied for 10th.
After die first day of competition
die Flames had the fourth best score
widi a 299, and finished with die
diird best score after die second day
widi a 306, for a total of 605 for die
tournament.

oh sure, it looks innocent.
tvired to a no-name company that has
overcharging hroke

But it could be
no

qualms

about

college students.

1 8 0 0 CALL ATT
tnxxcli-needed cash.

So, calling card in hand, you dial
and save yourself some

Dial 1 8 0 0 CALL ATT for AEST Calling Card calls.
Always get AE8T. Never get overcharged.

TOO
MUCH
CLUTTER?
SELL IT!

Know the Code. I 800 CALL ATT That's Your True Choice."

Classifieds

WORK

AT&T
Your True Choice
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CSU stifles Flames
LU post-season hopes erased
By BRIAN HAGKRMAN
Champion Reporter

Lezah Crosby / LIBERTY CHAMPION

MISSED IT — LU third baseman Jason Benham is forced off the bag.

To say the LU baseball leant
had an off week is a bit of an
understatement; After being swept
by Winthrop last weekend, the
Flames had hoped for something
better litis week. Unfortunately,
tilings didn't change as LU lost to
Charleston Southern.
Liberty had a three game battle
with Charleston Southern this
past weekend, losing 6-5 and 11-1
on Saturday.
In the early game, Charleston
Southern jumped out to a 2-0 lead
in me first inning on a two run
homer by Shane LaFromboise.
LaFramboise demolished LU,

smashing three homers in the three
games versus Liberty.
It was 4-0 in favor of Charleston
Southern when UJ's Steve Wright
hit his own two run blast to make
the score a little closer at 4-2.
Liberty took die lead in me top
of die seventh on another Steve
Wright homer, mis time a three run
shot to make it 5-4. The lead did
not last long, however, as CSU
took advantage of some LU mistakes, scoring twice off of starter
Danny Hodges to steal a win.
Game two wasn't as close as me
first, as Liberty was beaten handily
by Charleston Southern, 11-1. LU
scored a run in me second inning to
take a 1 -0 lead, but mat was me end
of the LU offense.

Wrestler deals without sport
landed Dernlan in the NCAA
National
wrestling tournament,
Champion Reporter
and entered his junior season
An athlete on scholarship has no ranked in die preseason polls. His
sport in which to participate. This national championship dream was
scenario is not common in college starting to become a reality.
athletics, however it does exist. Matt
"I could see dial all die hard
Dernlan, a former wrestler at work I had put in all my life
Liberty is one of the few to have Utis was getting ready to pay off,"
strange tag on his life.
Dernlan said.
Dernlan's wrestling career came
So when me program was disto an abrupt halt in August of solved just weeks before me start
1994 when me Liberty Athletics of his junior season, Dernlan was
Departmant dropped the wrestling in a jam.
program for financial reasons. It
"I had plenty of options to go to
wasn't just leaving a sport for other schools but all me religion
Dernlan, it was virtually exiting courses held me back," Dernlan
a lifestyle.
said, in reference to difficulties he
Dernlan spent 12 years on me ran into with credit transfers. With
mats prior to college. The time was only two years of eligibilty left he
well spent. He became one of me decided to stay at LU.
best high school wrestlers in me Coming out of high school, he
history of me state of Ohio.
had offers to wrestle for Michigan,
Dernlan rolled through four Ohio State, Penn State and most
years at W. Liberty High School in other Big Ten Conference schools.
W. Liberty, Ohio, posting a 154-4
One might wonder why he chose
win-loss record en route to win- LU over those big time programs
ning three consecutive state titles. in me first place. The reasons were
His. sophomore season at LU obvious to Dernlan.
By JOSH HOWE

His brother transferred from die
University of Wisconsin to wrestle
at Liberty and his older brother,
Jeff, who wrestled at Penn State,
came to Liberty to be the assistant
wrestling coach.

was disappointed with the way
diings turned out, Dernlan does not
hold anydiing against the people
making me decisions.
Dernlan still continues to put
his heart into the sport of
wrestling, however. Each summer
"It was tough watching he goes back to Ohio and works
at wrestling camps. He does not
(wrestling) knowing what rule out the possibility of coach(I) could do. I've learned a ing, or getting involved with
wrestling in other ways, after he
lot of valuable lessons.'»
graduates in May with a degree in
Sport Management.
Showing me true character mat
— Matt Derlan
he
has displayed his entire
former LU wrestler
wrestling career, Dernlan has
Getting paid to be a wrestler and drawn the best from mis situation.
not wrestling. Any guilt on
"It was tough watching
Dernlan's part? "No. Not at all. (wrestling) knowing what (I) could
That is the least they could do after do. But the Lord's matured me a
they way they handled the situa- lot... I've learned a lot of valuable
tion," Dernlan said. Although he lessons,

Jftl

CSU scored four in the fourth,
two in the fifth, and another three
in me sixth off of I,aFromboise's
three-run homer. Mike Brown took
me loss for LU, which drops his
record to 5-4 for me year.
On Friday, Liberty played me
first of three games against CSU
and was demolished 26-9. Liberty
pounded out 16 hits to CSU's 21,
but me Flames made four errors to
help CSU's cause.
"It seems like we have just
accepted losing and being satisfied
with making two or three errors a
game. I guess we got satisfied with
me way we were performing and
our performance wasn't good
enough to win," Wright said.
In me top of me first Liberty
took a commanding 3-0 lead on
David Benham's three-run homer,

his sixth of me year. But LU fell
behind as CSU scored six runs off
Of starter, Chris Jenkins (1-3) in me
bottom of the frame.
CSU exploded for 10 runs in me
third, highlighted by LaFromboise's grand slam. The team
scored seven more runs in me
sixth, on its way to 26 runs.
The six LU pitchers of me day
racked up eleven walks and nine
wild pitches, in addition to giving
up 21 hits.
According to Wright, things
have not been going me way they
had hoped. "We've not played well
in conference me past two weekends," he said. "We beat VCU on
Wednesday and we thought mat
was going to be the momentum
builder ... then on Friday we just
got killed."

Softball season ends
knew who I was before (the season began)," Radulovich said.
Tanski was also pleased with
team ever were honored with individual awards. Radulovich was her selection.
named Co-Rookie of the Year. "I wasn't sure I would make the
Tanski and Radulovich were also team ... It was an honor. I've
both placed on the All- always perceived first team playConference first team, while ers as really good, and I never saw
pitcher Katie Phillips was named myself as that good," Tanski said.
to the second team.
Head Coach Paul Wetmore was
"It is a privledge (to be named also honored as Co-Coach of the
to the team) since no one even Year in the Big South.
Continued from Page 14
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93% of LU students read The Liberty Champion.
— LU Readership survey, 1994
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Baseball Standings
Team
overall
l.UNCG
2347
2.CSU
21474
3. Winthrop 28-14-1
4. Radford
14-20
5. UNCA
16-21
6. CCU
14-25
7. Liberty
16-20
8.UMBC
5-17

GB

Coitf.

9-2

.5
1
3.5
5
5
6
6.5

9-3
8-4
6-6
4-5
3-6
5-10
2-8

Ground
Chuck

Softball Standings
overall
Team
23-27
LUNCG
2. ECU
35-19-1
2849
3. CCU
30-12
4. UMBC
5. Liberty
35-16
33-20
6. Radford
7. Winthrop 24-24
22-32
8.UNCW
7-334
9.CSU

Cortf.

GB

12-4
12-4
10-6 .
9-5
9-7
7-8
5-8
5-11
0-14

2
2
3
5
6
7
12

Big South Leaders
Baseball
1, Faircloth
2. Keller
3. Giles
4. Derwin
5. Pattie
6. Vindich
Frankiii
I.Giles
2. Fcrirclotlj
3, Keller
Ragan
Pastusbok
Phillips
7. Welsberger
1. Giles
2. Bagby
3. Ragan
4. Pastushok
S.Keller
6. Coble
7. Calaineco
1. Jackson
I.Richards
3. Santa
4. Ells

Softball

Batting average
UNCA
.400
Winthrop
Ml
UNCG
.379
Winthrop
.376
UNCG
.374
Coastal Carolina .370
UMBC
.364
Home runs
UNC G
12
UNCA
9
Winthrop
8
Coastal Carolina 7
Winthrop
7
UNCG
6
Coastal Catoliha 6
RBI
UNCG , : .54
Coastal Carolina 40
Coastal Caiidlina 39
37
UNCA
34
Winthrop
32
Winthrop
30
Winthrop
Wins
UNCG
9
Winthrop
7
Winthrop
6
Coastal Carolina 6

Radulovich
Pickel

Falca
Blank
Tanski
Yon

Ugarte
Pickel
Tanski
Thompson
Oumpacker
Rath
McDonald
Sekula
Pickel
Tanski
Thompson
Clark
Synowski
iLycett
Wolff

. Fletcher
.Chandler
Podratsky
| Phillips

Batting average
Liberty
.436
Radford
.428
Coastal Carolina .424
UNCW
.419
Liberty
.405
Wintrhop
397
UNCW
.395
Home runs
Radford
12
Liberty
10
UNCG
8
Coastal Carolina 7
Radford
6
UMBC
5
UNCG
RBI
54
Radford
50
Liberty
45
UNCG
44
E. Carolina
42
. UMBC
40
UMBC
39
UMBC
Wins
Radford
20
16
UNCG
15
E.Carolina
14
Liberty

Fresh Pork
Baby Back

«949

Ribs

p.S>

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

[|

BF.ST PART TIME JOB IN LYNCHBURG. Telemarketers needed, excellent
wages. Up to $7.75 per hr. Plan your
own schedule, min. 3 days, $6.00 min.,
4 days, $7.00 per hr. Transportation
available, van leaves DeMoss Bid., 5:10
daily. Great hours for students. Mon-Fri,
5:30 to 9pm, Sat, 10am to 2pm.Call
582-1583
or
582-1587.
B&B
Presentations. 523 Lcesville Road,
Lynchburg, VA 24502

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS - EARN
$3OO0-$600O & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
yellow page advertising in your
University's Campus Telephone directory this SUMMER. Excellent advertising / sales / P.R. RESUME BOOSTER. Call College Directory Publishing:
800-466-2221 ext 230.

Now HIRING PART-TIME • Earn
$300 working one weekend a month.
Added Benefits: • $10,000 Loan
Repayment Program. $2,500 cash
bonus when hired. No experience needed. For more details, call Ben Harrison
582-5134
Conversational English teachers needed in South Korea immediately.
Bachelor's required. No Ices. Contact
us a English Teacher Recruting
Service. 9011-2 George Avenue.
Berrien Springs. MI 49103-1620. or
(616)473-2129

Classifieds Work
Call Mr. Cum Davis to Sell,
Rent, Had A Home For.
To place an ad
582-2128.

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
•ATHLETE'S FOOT STUDY:
Males & females, age 12 & over
with athlete's foot. Three visits
over 4 weeks. CALL IMMEDIATELY FOR AN APPOINTMENT. STUDY PAYS $60.
•ATOPIC DERMATITIS STUDY
(Eczema, red, irritated skin):
Males & females, age 7-16 with
moderate to severe atopic dermatitis. 8 visits over a 5 week period.
STUDY PAYS $120.
•PSORIASIS STUDY: Males &
females. Ages 21-65 who have
been diagnosed with psoriasis and
have a current active case.
Females of childbearing potential
are excluded from litis study. 9
visits over a 12 week period.
STUDY PAYS $200
•UPCOMING INGROWN TOENAIL STUDY: Call for ;ui
Appointment.

Special Note: Please call or come
by to sign up for a study before
die study is scheduled to start.

2602 Langhorne Rd
(Across from K.C. tilass)
Lynchburg, VA
847-5605
Hours: M-F 9-5

Eafoa Meats _ » f t

Yellow
Corn

Mushrooms

KimberlyI need to talk to you about
something, not now, but soon. I want to
see you again. I know we're both busy,
but we'll have to make time. -Don

>|99

White Or Bi-Color

Premier Selection

PERSONAL

Beef. Chicken or Pork
EasyMeal

1 Oranges
Fat Free Frozen Vbqurt Or Reg.
Harris Teeter
Ice Cream
29

Juicy Florida I %&%} 4 / *
'"4 SUN**

fiOZ.

each

NEEDED - MALE ROOMMATE,
$95+utilities. Also private room.
Summer storage $5, medium box.
237-3930.

1/2 gal

MONTVIEW FOREST TOWNHOUSE
1/2 mile from campus, fully furnished.
Sl70/person with 3 people (male or
female). Call Trevor 847-5305.

S o f t Orink Feature

2 HOUSES FOR RENT. 701 & 703
Court Street. Appomattox. Electric
range,
refrigerator.
washer/dryer
hookup. Deposit and references
required. No pets. 2 bedroom, $350. 4
bedroom $375. Call 804-352-7405.

FURNISHED TOWNHOUSE TO SHARE.
Walking distance to
LU. Semester/year
lease. $200 + electricity. References required.
Call 845-2107 or
947-8557.
To Place
a
Classified
Ad
Call
Mr. Davis

at
Ext 2128,
From
off

campus
Call
(804) 582-2128

B u y O n e 6 Oz. B a g

Wise Potato
Chips

Diet Pepsi, M t P e w Or

Pepsi Cola
24 P* Cube 12 Oz. Cans

A n d Get O n e

Matchlite
Charcoal

Briquets

4^99

s ib^D

6Pk.240z.NRB
Alpine Lace
LowSaltHamOr

Swiss Cheese ibTX

Harris Teeter Hamburger
Or Hot Dog
f ^ ^ y

8 Inch
Double Crust

Buns

Apple Pie

8 et /^3

^ 9 9

ea.

2*

Prices in This Ad Effective Tuesday, April 23, Through Tuesday, April 30, 1996 In Our Lynchburg Stores Only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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NFL passes on Chiles

'-••.* r,

Florida State.
But Chiles has two things working in his favor: size and arm
strength. Chiles, 6-3, 230 lbs., has
demonstrated his arm's power
back to be overlooked by the NFL. while at Liberty. Hurling more
Hopefuls Tommie Frazier, Steve than 6,000 yards and 40 touchTanneyhill and Patrick Nix were downs for the Flames, Antwan
also untouched in this year's draft certainly has the credendals that
can place him on a team.
This was not the best
Chiles' skills are not
year for a quarterback NFL Draft
foreign to NFL teams;
to be drafted; altogether, only eight were picked. The he performed multiple workouts
first QB chosen, Tony Banks, was- for NFL scouts prior to the
n't selected undl the middle of draft. One team that showed
round two. Ohio State gunner interest in Chiles' abilities was
Bobby Hoying was selected late in the Miami Dolphins.
Chiles, Tony Dews, Sedrick
the third round, and just two quarterbacks were selected in the Watkins, Eric Colvard and J.T.
fourth - Jeff Lewis from Northern Morris were among the Flames
Arizona and Danny Kanell of seniors hoping to be selected in

Quarterback hopes to sign
free agent contract
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

•

Zacharv Krontnberger / LIBERTY CHAMPION

DOWN, NOT OUT — Chiles u n d e r center during LLPs loss to V M I .

The long weekend is finally
over for former Liberty quarterback Antwan Chiles. After failing
to receive "the call" in any of the
seven rounds of the NFL draft,
Chiles and his agent will go to
work to find an opening on a professional team. He was unavailable for comment immediately
after the draft, despite repeated
attempts by the Champion to contact him.
Chiles wasn't the only quarter-

the NFL draft.
Five former LU football players
have been drafted. Tight-end Eric
Green, defensive backs Donald
Smith and Richard Shelton and
wide receivers Kelvin Edwards
and Fred Banks.
Going the free-agent route, as
this year's LU pro hopefuls will,
is certainly not always bad, however. James McKnight and
Dwayne Carswell, who both
played at Liberty in 1993, have
anchored roster spots the last two
years — McKnight with SeatUe
and Carswell with the Broncos.
Look for more on the status of
Chiles and the rest of the
Flames players in their quest to
go pro in next week's issue of
the Champion.
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Men, women take Big South title

Men's team sets Big South point record LU takes gold or silver in 15 of 18 events

Imm

By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

The LU men's track and field team left little
doubt who was the best team in the conference
as it dominated the Big South Championships,
taking first-place in 11 events and second
place in 11 and setting six meet and one conferece record at LU's Hopkins-MaUies field,
Saturday.
Altogether, the Flames compiled a whopping 332 points for the meet, blowing away
second place finisher Charleston Southern,
which had 168. UMBC came in third with
122. Coastal Carolina had 57, UNC
Asheville had 51 and Winthrop brought up
the rear with 27.
"Before the meet, we set a goal to score
over 300 points and we certainly accomplished that," senior Ryan Werner said.
For the day, Liberty had 12 first place finishes, listed as follows: The 4x110-meter relay
team with a tune of 40.93. Dan Bendy in the
3000-meter steeplechase at 9:21,60. Kevin
Coley in the long jump at 25-3.25 setting a
meet record. Werner in the javelin with a Uirow
of 195-2, a meet record. Michael Prettyman in
the pole vault at 17-0 3/4, a meet record. Chris
McGregor in die 1500-meter at 4:03.09. Pete
McFadden in lite 100-meter dash at 10.32, and
in the 200-meter at 21.03, both meet records.

ECU eliminates Lady Flames
By RICH MACLONE
Champion Reporter
The LU soliball team's run at the Hit!
Soudi Championship ended when ihe team
ran into a senior-laden Last Carolina learn on
Saturday. LCD dismantled Liberty 8-0 in a
third round game at Ihe Big South
Tournament in Rock Hill. S.C.
'The Lady Pirates jumped out qufkjy on
Liberty, scoring two runs in the bottom the
first and another in the third.
Liberty (36-18) was unable to mourn a

Norman still
the man

Imagine, if you will, that you
are (he best at what you do. Not
the best in town, or the state, or
the country, but on earth. Your
craft is put on display every
week and you are the most consistent among all who participate in the competition.
You do not win every week,
but you always do well. You
win more than you lose, and
you are ranked as the best
there is. You are numero uno,
the top dog.
Only there is this one competition ... THE competition,' that
always seems to elude you.
Let's call it "The Masters."
Because that is what it is, a
contest amongst all the best in
the eraft.
It will take place over a four
day period. This four day period
is usually the longest four days
of your year, though, because
you have never won. You have
never won. Yet, you've been —
oh so close. So close.
For the first diree days you
rock the world. Every time
you are tested you come
but smelling like a bed o'
roses. You have a lead that
would make brewing instant
coffee seem like a tougher
challenge than winning.
is in the middle of t h e pack in this qualifying heat during the Big South Championships. LU won t h e meet decisively.
Only a funny thing happens
...
.
.
,,, . I , ; ..inn in
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on the way to receiving your
award. You choke so bad Dr.
Heimlech couldn't help you.
Everything that was so easy the
previous three days has left you.
You have come down with a
bad case of amnesia when it
comes to your skiUs. You come
Hosein Burch in the 400-meter dash at 48.44.
Her 12 second finish in the 100-meter dash
in second. Yes, a kiss from your
By LAURELEI MILLER
Chuck Lyngaas in the 800-meter run at
smashed a conference record, and she accomsister is more romandc than the
Champion Reporter
1:56.57. Michael Lucas in the discus with a
plished a meet record with a 24.61 run in the feeling you have,
dirow of 166-6, setting a conference record,
Liberty's women's track and field team ran, 200-meter dash.
Okay, perhaps now you
and Kevin Coley in the high jump setting yet
jumped and direw its way to an enormous win
Samuel said that she had given the races to have an idea how Greg
another meet record with a 6-9 3/4 jump.
in Saturday's Big South Track and Field God and was determined to be sadsfied with
Norman must have fell last
"We really dominated as a whole, which
Championship.
whatever He allowed her to accomplish,
Sunday when he blew a sixm mm
* ^ ™^^™™™
g 0 a j for u s "
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With a total of 279 points (more than the sec- ^ ^ H I ^ B ^ H whether it be first or last.
stroke lead on the final day of
Men's
McFadden said. "We
"It's cool to see how
ond- and third-place schools combined), the Women's
competition
at
Augusta
wanted
to
make
everythe
Lord will bless you
Lady
Flames
dominated
die
meet,
out-running
Track
National. The "Great White
Track
body else compete for
if you're content,"
the pack all day.
Shark" bit himself in the rear
second. I feel we pretty much did that."
"It was very encouraging ... we were favored Samuel said. "It was definitely a good expewhen h e let Nick Faldo come
Sophmore Drew Ellenburg said, "The Lord
considerably, (and) we were just going to go rience. We ran a lot faster than we have all
from behind and take the most
really blessed our team today, both men and
out and do what we knew we could do," dou- year, and a lot of people PR'd (set a persontreasured of golf's prizes ...
women. The coaching staff gave a good
ble winner Ardra Samuel said.
al record)."
the green jacket, leaving
speech diis week in doing our best and giving
"It was a very easy win," according to
The rest of LU's 10 gold-medal perforNorman green with envy.
it to die Lord, and our team made a commitStacey Wilson who largely credited the victory mances were accomplished by: the 4x100Norman has it all, millions of
ment to read through the Bible this season. 1
to the fact that Liberty's, "athletes are so much meter relay team who turned in a conference
dollars, good looks, a pretty
believe that's a key for our success."
stronger this year."
record time of 47.67; the 4x400-meter relay
wife, a loving family. He makes
Head Coach Brant Tolsma was pleased with
In 15 of die 18 events LU snagged at least team, 3:58.20; Anna Kate Jannan, high jump,
his living by playing a game
the Flames' performance.
one of die top two posidons, including first 5'3.75", mid triple jump for a meet record of
that many do not even consider
"This meet was lots of fun for us. We're
place in 10 events. Liberty boasted a sweep of 39T.25"; Holly Mays, 100-meter high hurdles,
a sport, But it is a sport, and
starting to come togedier, which is good diis
14:54; Regina McFarland, 400-meter dash,
the medal spots in all three dashes (100-, 200-,
perhaps the most difficult of all
time of year," he said. "There were quite a few
57.54; Audrey Lbanks, 400-meter low hurdles,
;uid 400-meter).
I can not think of many chalgood performances today, we had some peo1:02.65; and Jennifer Hodges, 3000-meter run,
The overcast sky shielded the compedtors
lenges harder dian hitting a litple injured that will help when their healthy,
10:51.64.
from die sun, but die women proved seven
tle ball over four-hundred yards
but in all I'm really pleased. There's somedines dial despite die wind, it was a great setFlames freshman basketball guard Julie
into a cup dial is barely threething nice about being at home."
dug for a record-breaking day. Four meet Bintz left die court to try o ut the 800-meter
inches across. Yet Norman has
At the meet's conclusion, Tolsma received
records and three Big Soudi Conference run, coming in second with a dine of 2:22.50.
done it better dian anyone else
Coach of the Year honors and Kevin Coley
records were broken, two of each by Liberty,
"It's really neat to be on die team, Bintz said.
in the world.
was picked as Player of the Year.
and one of each by die speedy Ardra Samuel. "I've always loved track."
Because he is unable to win
'The Masters, however, some
sec him as a loser. If Greg
Norman is a loser, 1 want to be
a loser jusl like him.
Norman has been gelling it
consistent offensive attack, mustering only
While Ihe loss ended the season for the
done on the PGA lour for 16
three hits versus Last Carolina starter Tracie lady Flames, it did not dampen Ihe team's
years. He may not have ever
Podratsky.
spirits. LI I catcher Shannon Tanski feels dial
won The Masters, bul he has
"They are a very good hitting team, and the team will learn from this season and
won more events than most
were able to suing their
improve on il next year.
hits together." LU cengolfers could ever dream of,
"It is definitely a plus thai we are coining
Softball
ter fielder Stacy RadNorman has ihe stigma of
back wiih a lot of players wilh experience. 1
being
the Buffalo Bills of golf,
ulovich said. "We were getting hits, but we ihink we'll pick up where we left (off) next
but
he,
like the Bills, can say.
weren't getting them consistently."
year." Tanski said.
"How
many
odiers have had
LU's Katie Phillips Marled ihe loss, allowThough the leani may have lost ihe tourney,
the
chance?"
ing ciglil runs on 10 hits. Phillips walked one three members of LU's most successful
and Struck out lour baiters over four and iwoHow many odiers have come
ltd Woultunl / IJUWIY I'lUMMUN
lliirds innings.
dial close? Sooooo close.
see. Softball, Page 10 W 1 N i ) u p _ C a r r i c Rodders lets one go.

Might as well jump to victory

T R A F F I C J A M — LU's Micah Gaudio

RICH
MACLONE

